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Progress on permanent hate
“Indigenize Education” Mural may speech policy stalled until
be gone, but its message lives on VP position filled
Features Highlight

Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

__________________________
_______

This academic year, the
Lawrence
administration
paused its work on a permanent hate speech policy
due to former Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion Kimberly Barrett’s
unexpected retirement this
summer, according to junior Malcolm Davis, the
chair of Lawrence’s Committee on Diversity Affairs
(CODA). The interim hate
speech policy remains effective, and the administration
will continue to search for
potential candidates to fill
the vacancy.

To view the Interim
Hate Speech Policy,
scan the QR code:

The detailed images of the the Indigenize Education mural have been removed, but the silhouettes remain.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

Lucian Baxter
Staff Writer

__________________________

There is a hole in the fabric of
campus.
The Wellness Center’s north
facing wall used to be the home of
the Indigenize Education mural,
one of the largest and most striking pieces of public art on the Lawrence campus. It has recently disappeared, leaving many questions
in its wake — where did it come
from, and how did it come to be?
Where did it go? Why is it gone?
Its creator, Indigenous visual
storyteller Matika Wilbur, installed the mural in April 2019
along with members of Lawrence
University Native Americans
(LUNA), University of Wisconsin
Green Bay’s Intertribal Student
Organization, and Project 562,
which is Wilbur’s own non-profit
photography project. The mural’s
life expectancy was only two to five
years, dependent upon weather
conditions; made of wheatpaste,
it was intentionally designed to be
impermanent. All relationships,
including those between students
and our school, are works in progress and require maintenance.
Wilbur’s design gave Lawrence the
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opportunity to reaffirm its commitment to Indigenous artists and
students by bringing in new art
and thereby keeping the conversation about Indigenous representation on campus alive.

Taneya Garcia, current president of LUNA, was a first-year
when she helped install the mural
two years ago. She explained that
an intention behind Wilber’s design is that “this would be a space
where we as Native students could
collaborate with Indigenous artists and collaborate with the university to make something that
made us feel welcome or seen on
this campus.” Garcia reflected
further that Wilbur “specifically
intended it to be a collaboration
project between Indigenous students and Project 562,” as much of
Wilbur’s work focuses on building
community, and is motivated by
giving young people the chance to
tell their own stories and have cultural pride.
Wilbur told her own story during the Convocation ceremony in
April 2019; this was yet another
transformative event for the Lawrence community as she was the
first Indigenous woman to give
the Convocation address. When
she spoke, she shared that before
creating Project 562, she taught
at a tribal school on her reservation and found that while the work
re-centered her within her community, it made her confront the
fact that the ‘American Dream’
does not include Indigenous
people. She noted that the core of
the American public school curriculum is “not based on truth. It
does not cultivate our Indigenous
intelligence.” While she was a

teacher, she lost 19 of her students
to tragedies like suicide and addiction; these losses made her realize
that “until we create these spaces
where our own kids feel like they
belong, like this is a space that’s
meant for them, we’re going to
keep having this experience” — the
experience of mourning all the lost
potential of so many children and
young adults.
Garcia said that she feels like
Wilbur’s Convocation address acknowledged that “Native students
are on campus and that our voices
weren’t being listened to as much,”
and she believes that receiving recognition from a prominent Native
voice helped illuminate the movement for equitable representation.
Indeed, since the installation of
the mural, Indigenous representation has grown at Lawrence; the
new Otāēciah sculpture by Oneida
artist Chris Cornelius has been
installed in the space between the
Seeley G. Mudd Library. The space
where the sculpture lives between
the library and the Wriston Art
Center has been named Kaeyes
Mamaceqtawuk Plaza in recognition that Lawrence occupies ancestral Menominee land, to name
a few.
The mural’s installation was
not only transformational for the
wider Lawrence community but
for the individual students who
were at the forefront of the proj-
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The Lawrence administration is still in the process of searching for and
interviewing potential candidates for the new Vice
President for Diversity and
Inclusion, according to Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Catherine Kodat. The new
vice president will pick up
the work on the permanent
hate speech policy left by
Barrett, Kodat said.
“It’s especially important
that our new vice president
be able to contribute their

knowledge and expertise
to move it forward,” Kodat
said.
Davis echoed this statement. Since the new administrator might have a
different opinion and effort
regarding how to work on
the hate speech policy, Davis said, it would be better
to wait until the position is
filled.
Last academic year,
CODA published a list of
concerns to the Lawrence
administration, including
a suggestion to establish a
concrete hate speech policy
before the presidential election on Nov. 3, 2020, in
order to protect the marginalized student body, Davis
said. On Nov. 4, 2020, the
Lawrence
administration
established the Interim
Hate Speech Policy, which
states its intolerance towards hate speech, as a substitute for a more permanent policy.
According to the Lawrence website, hate speech
is defined as “forms of expression (whether words
or symbolic actions) that
attack or use discriminatory language, or create an
atmosphere of intimidation, harassment, or abuse,
because of an actual or perceived identity group membership.” Allegations of hate
speech involving students
should be pursued through
the Dean of Students Office.
Students who experience or witness incidents
of hate speech should file a
bias incident report, Dean
of Students Curt Lauder-

dale ‘01 said. Students also
have the option to fill out a
Judicial Board complaint
form or a discrimination or
harassment report through
the human resource office,
depending on who the offender is.
If an individual files a
complaint and the individual being accused of
violating the Interim Hate
Speech Policy is a student,
Lauderdale said, then the
Judicial Board can conduct a hearing to determine
whether the accused individual violated the policy as
well as the measure of sanction, ranging from a formal
warning to suspension or
expulsion.
Based on an anonymous
survey of 70 Lawrence students regarding their opinions on the Interim Hate
Speech Policy, 21 percent
expressed high or moderate dissatisfaction with the
policy, while 16 percent expressed high or moderate
satisfaction.
Additionally, 24 percent
of the students found the Interim Hate Speech Policy to
be really or somehow helpful, as opposed to another
24 percent of the students
who found the interim Hate
Speech to be not helpful or
not helpful at all.
While the Interim Hate
Speech Policy provides a
way for students to address
their concerns, Davis said,
having a permanent policy
would better protect the
safety of the marginalized
student body.

Do you have questions about any new developments on
campus? Should the Lawrentian be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.

See page 6
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Lawrence
THIS WEEK The
Jazz Department
IN hosted one
weekly
PHOTOS: ofJazzitsJams
on
Jazz Jam Monday night.

(ABOVE LEFT) Students Owen Brady (saxophone), Nate Ambleton (guitar), Daniel Johnson (trombone), Owen Finch (drums), Ian Harvey (double
bass) and Matt Rynkiewicz (piano) perform on stage.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
(ABOVE RIGHT) Senior Ian Harvey plays a solo on the double bass.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

Weekly updates on the status of
COVID-19 at Lawrence

TOTAL
CASES

ACTIVE
CASES:

LU:
13

LU:
9

Appleton:
10,395

Appleton:
310

We are in:

YELLOW LIGHT
Moderate
Risk

Enhanced
Precautions

Masking required indoors; inreased
surveillance testing; keycard needed
for building entry; high traffic areas
deep-cleaned.
*data reported as of Sep. 29

Lawrence to hire new
position, Associate VP
of Enrollment
Nathan Wall
Staff Writer

_________________________________

The Lawrence University administration plans to hire its first
ever Assistant Vice President
(AVP) of Enrollment by the end
of October, as the culmination of
a hiring search that began August
27, 2021. The hiring committee is
chaired by Secretary to the Board
of Trustees Christyn Abaray and
includes various staff, faculty and
students.
The position was created to
ensure better communication between staff who oversee student
life, according to Dean of Spiritual
and Religious Life Linda MorganClement, a member of the hiring
committee. She identified communication between staff members who oversee student life and
retention as a weakness and hopes
the new AVP will be able to help
bridge those gaps in order to ensure that students get the help
they need.
“The big issue is communication,” Morgan-Clement said. “Do
we all have access to the same
data, so we can all see the same
things and input what we know?”
Morgan-Clement also said that

the new AVP will provide leadership, guidance, oversight and
planning to all areas involved in
student success at the school, including Counseling Services, the
Dean of Students and the Career
Center. They will also ensure that
every department has access to
the same information about the
programs and strategies needed to
ensure student success.
The AVP probably will not work
directly with students, but will
help to coordinate information
about retention and graduation
rates with the departments involved in student life.
There is currently a list of candidates in the running, but the
information is confidential until
the announcement is made at the
end of the month. According to
Morgan-Clement, the committee
is looking for someone with experience leading student retention
and degree completion programs,
as well as someone who’s good at
working with others. A Ph.D. is
preferred, but not required. Dean
of Enrollment Ken Anselment
added that the committee is looking for someone with experience
eliminating equity gaps in education.
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Antionio Gonzalez
Staff Writer
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Heavyweights in all combat
sports are known to land the biggest
punches and slam the hardest. Having 200+ pounds on your frame lends
to transferring massive, devastating
forces against your opponents. It’s
uncommon to watch heavyweights for
the sake of admiring perfect striking
technique when knockouts can occur
with any glancing blow.
The Ultimate Fighting Championships’s (UFC) Heavyweight division
has been an interesting battleground
of the hardest hitting and most terrifying specimens of fighters known to
man. Among the champions that have
held gold in the division are Brock

Cyril Gane’s championship potential

Lesnar and Francis Ngannou, both
freaks of nature made even more terrifying when let loose in a cage. For
a bit of perspective, those two fighters are the type of heavyweights who
need to cut down weight to meet the
UFC’s 265-pound weight cap for the
division. Another interesting aspect
about the heavyweight division is the
very high turnover rate for champions, with the longest title defense run
being only three fights held by Stipe
Miocic who lost the title late last year
to a devastating knockout by Francis
Ngannou. The title seems to change
every other championship fight, but,
despite that, the long recovery time
for heavyweight fighters makes the division very slow since you may need a
bit of a break if you get hit by a +200

pounds man over several rounds. The
current champion, Francis Ngannou,
holds the record for the hardest punch
recorded on the planet, and with such
terrifying strength and a slew of unconscious bodies in his wake, including the former champion, it seems
that he will be on the top for a while.
A relatively new fighter hailing
from France has lit up the division,
climbing his way to his first title shot
within five fights in the UFC. Ciryl
Gane has introduced a different style
in the top ranks of heavyweight fighters. The Frenchman is young for the
heavyweight division at a spry 30
years-old and has had a quick run
to the heavyweight title, taking little
damage in the hardest hitting division. Gane currently holds the interim

title after his last bout against Derick
Lewis, one of the hardest hitting men
on the planet. Although Gane’s fights
don’t rely on typical heavyweight power as he brings a much more technical
game to the division, having cleared
out the hardest hitters and some very
technical fighters, by heavyweight
standards.
Hailing from a high level Muay
Thai background, Gane’s fighting style
circles around a sharp in and out blitzing style where he maintains almost
perfect distance while landing a large
volume of shots against very dangerous fighters. Gane fights with almost
no dominant stance, being able to unload sharp strikes with each limb he
has at his disposal. The Frenchman
floats into his strikes, bouncing all 247

Arnold Classic recap
Sean McLaughlin
Staff Writer

_________________________________

This past Saturday, Sept. 25 saw
the 2021 edition of The Arnold Classic take place in Columbus, Ohio.
Among the many divisions competing, Men’s Open Bodybuilding stole
the headlines, per the usual. The 2021
lineup was stacked. Current and former Olympians littered the stage, and
the show didn’t disappoint. Some fell
from the lofty heights predicted for
them, others shocked and rose to the
fore seemingly out of nowhere. Let’s
take a look back at some of the main
talking points that arose from this
weekend in Columbus:
Nick Walker takes the crown
The main talking point coming
out of the final placings was newcomer Nick Walker’s win. A very young
pro bodybuilder at only 26 years of
age, he is known as “The Mutant” for
the combination of freakish mass and
conditioning he brings to the stage.
And on Saturday he repeated this feat
in only his third ever professional
bodybuilding show. Having previously took fourth in his first show,
the 2020 Chicago Pro, this year he
has come on strong to first convincingly win the New York Pro title and
qualify for the 2021 Mr. Olympia.
This was impressive enough in and

Sean McLaughlin
Staff Writer

_________________________________

Every summer, the transfer window opens for football (soccer) clubs
across Europe. Thus ensues three
months of swirling wild rumors,
drawn out transfer sagas and massive amounts of money swap hands
as some of the best players from
around the world trade one club for
another. This summer was expected
to be a dull edition; however, as coming off a second consecutive season of
financial hardships following the advent of COVID, funds were expected
to be tight. But, boy, were we in for
some entertainment. Some of the biggest names in the sport ended up in
pastures new for astronomical fees,
while other megastars saw their clubs
hold them hostage. There has never
been such an entertaining window in
living memory. So, who moved clubs,
who stayed, what were the insane fees

pounds of his frame into the body of
his opponents. His kicks are thrown
as easily as his punches and his sharp
elbows can put down the heaviest of
heavyweights. But also, unlike most
heavyweights, Gane seems to lack the
insane knockout power typical of most
heavyweights. That is definitely not
to say he hits softly because the man
could likely take my head off if I called
him pillow hands, but it is to say he
doesn’t end his fights like the typical
heavyweight.
In his second to last fight against
Volkov, one of the more technical
heavyweights, he out struck the Russian across all rounds to win on a
unanimous decision, but even with
landing 135 sig strikes (high for heavyweights) through the match, Gane

See page 10

of itself; bodybuilders typically peak
well into their 30s due to the necessary time requirement to build elite
quality muscle size and density. Yet,
Nick managed to go one better, bringing an even bigger and more cut physique to the Arnold stage than New
York. He topped Ian Valliere, Steve
Kuclo, Akim Williams, Sergio Oliva
Jr. and many other established Olympia-level pros to win the second-most
prestigious title in bodybuilding.
Steve Kuclo robbed
Steve Kuclo can rightly be quite
furious about his placing at this year’s
Arnold. On the surface, this may not
seem to be the case; he finished third,
ahead of favorites like Akim and Sergio and was only beaten out by Ian,
who took seventh at last year’s Olympia and has since won the Tampa
and Texas Pro shows, and Nick, who
was fresh off his aforementioned
New York Pro win. However, the fi-

accompanied that with the freaky
mass he’s been known for throughout his career in the International
Federation of BodyBuilding and Fitness (IFBB). He also notably proportionally outsized Ian in a few key
areas, with the forward-facing and
leg-dominant poses exposing Ian’s
lack of calf and chest size in comparison to Steve, whose physique was
far more complete on the day. In the
end, he wouldn’t have qualified for
the Olympia anyway, as only the winner received a place at this year’s Mr.
O. Still, he did lose out on an extra
$25,000 in prize money, which won’t
sit well.
Sergio’s posing outcry
Sergio Oliva Jr., son of the legendary Sergio Oliva, took home the
Best Poser award for his individual
routine at the Arnold, making himself $10,000 in the process. So, why
was he up in arms about the way

A well done routine allows the athlete
to show off his strengths/more favorable muscle groups, and receive credit for things like grace and elegance).
Bodybuilding is like golf in that lowest score wins. This is because the
score each judge gives the athlete in
each round is where they would place
them. So, if a judge thinks an athlete
looks the best in prejudging, for example, they would receive a score of
one for that round, or a two for second best, etc. The theory then is that
the scoring for the posing routines
would reflect that Sergio had the best
posing routine, and his score would
be the lowest in this category.
This wasn’t the case. He received
a score of 29 in the posing round,
which amongst the five judges, works
out to around an average score of six
(or sixth best) in the posing round.
Clearly this doesn’t add up, with the
prevailing theory being that posing

ger taken seriously in professional
bodybuilding, something Sergio took
to social media to express his frustrations with. This is a real shame, as it
signals the elegant side of the sport is
being thrown away. I personally am
very disappointed to see this change
occurring. Bodybuilding has always
been about building a physique that
combines muscle mass with aesthetics, and places an emphasis on the
beauty of the human figure through
posing. Take away the posing, and
all one is left with is mass building,
which while impressive in its own
right is nowhere near as difficult as
placing all of that mass into a position
of dexterity, balance, and grace. It’s a
sad sight to see.
Looking forward, the Arnold
is by no means the pinnacle of the
bodybuilding season. The Olympia
is still to come in merely two weeks
time (be sure to read my article on it

nal placings were a bit suspect. All
through prejudging and most of the
night show, Steve was clearly being
considered a top-two placer by the
judges. He was consistently in the
first callout, and even had a special
callout between himself and Nick.
This seemed to indicate he was assured of a top-two spot, and deservedly so, I thought. He brought tighter
conditioning that Ian on the day, and

posing was judged at the Arnold? A
quick look at the judges’ score cards
answers the question. For a bit of
background, bodybuilding shows
have three rounds that are scored:
one round that takes place on the
morning of show day (referred to as
“prejudging”), an evening round (the
“night show”) and an individual posing routine (this takes place at each
of the morning and evening rounds.

really isn’t taken into account when
scoring bodybuilding shows anymore. The judges made the call that
Sergio deserved to place sixth, so they
made sure the scores they put in for
his routine were such that his overall score (prejudging + night show +
posing) placed him in sixth. However, his routine was so good as to earn
him the Best Poser award. As such, it
becomes clear that posing is no lon-

afterwards), and we now have some
great insights into what to expect.
Big Ramy, Hadi Choopan and Brandon Curry may still be the favorites,
but Nick will be sure to give them a
run for their money; William Bonac
will want redemption after missing
the Arnold due to travel issues; and
there’s always the wild card that is
Roelly Winklaar. The drama is just
beginning.

2021 summer transfer window

banded about and how was the landscape of European football changed
for the years to come?
The face of “Mes que un club,”
Lionel Messi himself, has left the
Camp Nou for the Parc de Princes.
In the conclusion to one of the most
entertaining sagas we’ve seen off
the field in decades, Barcelona CF’s
financial mismanagement finally
caught up to them in the form of the

as a PSG player. This follows his demand for an exit in the summer of
2020 as he was outraged at the very
same mismanagement of the club by
then President Joan Laporta. I must
admit, it didn’t feel right to see the
GOAT pull on a jersey other than the
famed Catalan blue and red, but this
is the world we live in now.
Messi’s closest rival for the title
of GOAT, Ronaldo sealed a return

PSG weren’t finished with the
acquisition of Leo Messi, however. In
what is possibly the most impressive
window in history, they managed to
secure Achraf Hakimi, Europe’s best
right back, for a cut-price fee of 60
million euros from cash-strapped
Internazionale, Real Madrid’s best
center back Sergio Ramos, Liverpool
midfield stalwart Georginio Wijnaldum and Italian goalkeeping sensa-

spending 100 million British pounds
to sign English starlet Jack Grealish
from mid-table Premier League side
Aston Villa. This move looked nailed
on from the second it was announced,
with Villa needing the money to fund
their own summer spending spree
and City being the richest club on the
planet. Grealish got his dream move
to play in the Champions League,
and Aston Villa will have no finan-

loss of their best ever player. Regarded as the greatest to ever play
the sport, Messi was unable to be
resigned by Barca at the end of his
contract in July, as despite a hefty
pay cut of over 50 percent, La Liga’s
financial restrictions coupled with
Barca’s over 1 billion euro debt (yes,
that is billion with a “b”) meant he
could not be registered with the club.
Paris Saint-German swooped immediately, and in what felt like a matter
of seconds, Messi went from on the
verge of staying to being announced

to the club where he made his name
for only 15 million euros. Despite being 36 years old, an age when most
players are retired, Ronaldo is still
going strong having finished as the
top scorer in Serie A last term with
Juventus, and has since scored three
goals in his first two games at United,
making them look like genuine title
contenders. A quick prediction: Ronaldo will score at least 27 league goals
this season and carry United to the
Champions League quarter finals at
a minimum.

tion Gianluigi Donnarumma all for
free, as well as rising right back talent
Nuno Mendes from Sporting CP on
a loan for the season. This is in addition to existing stars like Neymar,
Kylian Mbappe, Marquinhos and Angel Di Maria. If this team can figure
out how to gel and get their new starstudded front three to do any sort of
defending, they’ll win the Champions
League at a canter.
Per the usual, City’s Qatari owners were up their old trick of spending exorbitant amounts of money,

cial worries for years to come. What
money couldn’t buy for the Cityzens,
however, was Tottenham’s star striker Harry Kane. Chairman Daniel Levy
is notorious for playing hardball, insisting Kane was not for sale for any
price. Usually this is just a tactic to
obtain an extortionate fee from the
right buyer, but not this time. City bid
160 million pounds for Kane, a fee
that would have made the top three
of all time by some distance, but Levy

See page 11
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Goosepimples
By Madeleine Corum

Song of the week: “Beige” by

thanked my past self for grabbing a

Yoke Lore
On Saturday, September 26th, I
got the chills.
It was 10:30 p.m., and I was
leaving Brokaw Hall to go home. I
was alone. The evening had been a
series of disappointments resulting
from my misplaced faith in other
people’s company. It just wasn’t as
fun as I wanted it to be. I put my
headphones in, grumbling about the
night being over and having to spend
it alone in my room as I’d done the
night before. I knew people were
gathering all over campus. Night
by night, we comfort ourselves into
a deeper sense of normalcy. Every
weekend, I try to spend one night in
and one night out so as not to rush
the transition. It seemed to be going
slower than expected.
Walking across Drew Street
and up to Ormsby Lake, I turned the
volume up until I
couldn’t hear the honking and
backfiring of cars on College Avenue.
There were a scattered few people
walking on the green, enjoying the
cool night air, and I turned the volume up so I couldn’t hear their voices. But I wasn’t trying to drown them
out. I simply pressed mute on the
world so I heard nothing but myself.
So I knew no one would care
if I lay down in the middle of the
lake. I’m a college student, it’s 10:30
on a Saturday night, and I have no
one expecting me home. I am in
no hurry. I owe time to no one but
myself.
I don’t want to see you smile.
I want you in the morning, before
you go performing.
I lay down in the grass and

flannel when I left. I could feel the
give of the grass beneath me, but not
the tickling of it against my skin. The
earth was soft and cool and forgiving. It held me. The great thing about
any vast space like that is when you
lie down and look up, at the edges
of your vision you can see the top of
every tree and building on the horizon. The sky no longer surrounds the
earth; the earth frames the sky. So I
watched the clouds pass. Dark grey
smudges over a deeper black. Each
drift could reveal a star, or a planet,
lying in wait. They would peek out,
and shine on me, before hiding away
again. The longer I watched, the
more stars I saw that I couldn’t see
before.
And I think we’d survive in the
wild. We’d eat plants and roots and
dream about electric fans.
I realized I was having fun.
Stargazing, grass bathing, listening
to a song I always want to send to
someone when I hear it. When we
love things, we want everyone to
love them. We lift them up to the
world and say isn’t this amazing?
But people never love things quite as
much as you do. And you’re disappointed. Why wasn’t that enough?
And then you’re confused because
their feelings don’t change yours,
don’t change the amount of love you
were holding before you held it up to
them. But I loved that song.
I stayed in the lake and held
myself up to nothing. There was no
person in the sky to show myself to;
in fact, there were no people at all.
It was just the grass and the horizon and the clouds, and me, getting
chills.

To Whom it May Concern
By Grace Reyes

Shingldune II
By Miri Villerius

Sand is a collective noun; only
to be singled out by its granular-

lennia. They look impervious, but we
know they are not.

ity. Nobody is on ‘Team Sand’.
People form teams atop sand, sure,
but nobody really cares about laying claim to the sand, rather the
possibility of what to place atop it.
We’d be more honest atop a rocky
shore, taking the arrowheads and
hammerheads, but not fixating on
the expanse. It should seem almost
irrelevant to walk atop this beach of
sand. If we only knew the wealth that
lay immediately under our feet. If we
only knew the vast networks of color
making up this perceived golden
mass scorching and wetting our feet.
It holds us stably, balancing our selfcenter of gravity that so often likes to
slip and trip over silly bits.
A rock is a rock -- everyone
knows this. Arriving upon the rocky
shore, we’re free now to stumble.
Unlike wet sand that sticks on our
hands, slick rocks slip out of our
hand the minute we have grasped
them. Unlike wet sand that builds
the castles of our dreams, rocks can
only pile up like Jenga - impressive
only due to their grandeur and in
spite of their shaky precarity. The
issue is that the hours of sand castle
are undone in a split second with or
without even the slightest hesitation.
Each rock, even once disjoined from
others, will sit and weather for mil-

It’s interesting how squeamish
one can be to brush off every grain of
sand after time at the beach. While
the sand is brushed off, we’d happily single out a rock that suits our
fancy. We’d take it home, make an
earring or keep the pet rock with us.
The thing is that we’d more easily
die by the rock than by sand. Rocks
lodge and bludgeon as we drudge
them along with us. Sand falls off us
eventually. It noticeably clings, but
the silt will filter out eventually and
the worst you can do is worry about
it. I’d rather swallow a rock’s-worth
of sand, than a sand’s worth of rock.
We naturally gravitate towards
bed-shaped things to sleep upon like a bed. We all know that looks can
deceive. So no one can disagree that
with the curtains pulled and lights
shown, we’d all choose the bedrock
before the sandlot. The rocks merely
remind us of sleep, shaped like our
pillows, stuffed animals, partners;
but the sand would more easily cradle us asleep, purring a lullaby as
it falls over itself. Waking up in a
deserted place, we have the comfort
of endless possibilities of nothing
to do as we’re looking around the
threshold. Waking up among rocks,
we have something to bang around
for a bit.

Laundry List.
By Lauren Kelly

It’s stress and it’s all oh let
me do that and then I guess I’ll stay
up and do that and that and that
for tomorrow yes tomorrow even
though tonight, tonight I need to
get sleep because tomorrow, tomorrow I have 8:30 class. I have class
but I have work for that class work
for the next class work between
classes because I have time, yes,
plenty of time to do A and B and C
and D and E and й. And I guess it
doesn’t matter anymore or at least
it’s not supposed to but it’s one year
one year of capstones (2) and hard
work but real work is outside, need
to apply, should apply, will I? And
where will that be, if I find the time,
if I have the time, where will I go?
But isn’t this important, and I’m
hearing that’s important? Is the club
important more important than
Russian more important than capstones more important than life after
here more important than trombone
more important than self-care more
important than friendships more
important than relationships more
important what’s more important
what is it school or work or fun or
health? Either way I’m overworked
working so hard I want time, time to
myself, supposedly I got that already
sure it was my choice, my choice to
work but not really I mean. I mean
they say one thing and it’s not actually that one thing and then you
spend four years of your time doing
that one thing, actually four things
because that was your choice. And

you do those things and you learn
that you’re behind but it’s time, time
to mind the gap between your college self and your real adult self and
you need to move on but hasn’t it
been six years in pandemic time?
You’re already mentally gone, done,
finished. But there’s time, supposedly. Supposedly, that’s what I hear.
I hear oh you don’t need to worry
it’ll work out or stop planning there’s
still time still time, really, still time?
But aren’t I behind? Shouldn’t I have
worried more thought more done
more planned more. Wish I had
more time. The dismissive will say
it doesn’t matter, and that’s fine
but it’s not yours to worry about
it’s mine. So I hear the sounds of
those notifications coming in and
I never stop responding because I
need to keep sending and planning
and making sure it will be there
and people will care and not just
pretend to care but actually care and
feel and want to make it better and
have it be better because of what
we did what we did for this school
and for the world. So many momentous moments actions ideas papers
crammed into fractions of time that
I don’t have so I take away from
other tasks and say that’s fine but is
it really? I am not sure I can’t decide
what I’m supposed to be a student a
president a worker bee should I give
into apathy tell me please I think all
or none or I give up it’s time to be
done, but then where do I go? Leave
it up to the list, I guess.

VARIETY
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A Tasty Crossword
By Kelly Foy

Answers to last
week’s crossword
By Celeste Reyes
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“Indigenize
Education” Mural...

continued from page 1

ect. Garcia cherishes her memories of working
on the installation as an unforgettable experience. Despite the difficulty of taking time away
from classes and other responsibilities, students
were determined to complete the project, working hard for many hours each day. Garcia recalls,
“We were spending seven to eight hours a day
out in the cold, wearing two or three layers because it was so cold. We had our hands covered
in wheatpaste, we were cutting, we were painting, we were washing brushes.” She thinks it was
“a very Indigenous way of doing things; we all
came together as a community, and it reminded me of being home and doing things with the
women in my community, being in a space where

we make things happen.”
In retrospect, Garcia admitted to the intensity of the project, recalling days when she went
hungry because there was no time to eat, but “in
the moment it felt like I was on top of the world,
mostly because we had community there. We
were singing, we were telling stories, we were
laughing, we were dancing.”
The students involved with the project were

shared that they first tried out the phrase “decolonize education,” but that they learned from
Wilbur that it is impossible to decolonize the
educational system. In Garcia’s words, “Colonial
institutions, especially universities, and especially schools that utilize western thought, were put
into place to make a message come across: that
Indigenous is not enough, that it’s not what we
want in the United States.” To Indigenize educa-

we’re too close to the research, they think we’re
too emotional about the research, we’re too invested, but this holds space for us to reclaim who
we are as Indigenous scholars.” Furthermore,
“it makes us hold space to acknowledge that we
can have education systems that value Indigeneity, that value practices of being connected with
nature, that teach Indigenous sovereignty, that
teach accurate histories of what happened to Na-

given the opportunity to make artistic decisions
and choose how their story would be told. On
the first day of installation, the students chose
the colors they wanted to use in the mural. They
strategically chose yellow and pink so they could
“feel seen and be highlighted.” Furthermore, the
mural was installed directly across the sidewalk
from the president’s office in Sampson House;
the students wanted to make sure that every time
the Lawrence University president looked out,
they would see and hear the message.
The students also chose the words at the top
of the mural: “Indigenize Education.” Garcia

tion, rather than decolonizing it, means that “we
hold space for indigenous knowledge to be valued and we hold space for indigenous students
to practice their culture.” Garcia believes that
“when we as a university and as a people actively
try to integrate Indigenous pathways and Indigenous ways of thinking into our curriculum and
into our space we begin to move away from the
problematic and troubling implications of colonization in the educational system.”
Indigenous scholars face discrimination from
within their own fields, Garcia said; “people discredit our findings as scholars because they think

tive people, and especially teach the histories of
the Menominee Nation and that we are here occupying Menominee Nation lands.”
Garcia said she doesn’t know of any immediate plans for the space where the mural previously lived, but declares, “I’m not leaving this
university without something in place or at least
a seed planted in administrative minds that we
need something up there, that you’re not going
to let that space designed for Indigenous students to be forgotten. You’re not going to let us
be pushed under the rug again.”

@TheLawrentian

/Lawrentian

@the_lawrentian
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Photo Feature: Astra in London
Photos by Astra Medeiros
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The Book
Club
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

______________________________________

With another week under our
belts, we have finally reached the
weekend once more, and The Book
Club is back and ready to give you
a few new titles to enjoy amidst the
ever-growing pile of schoolwork that
accumulates as we get further into the
term. Now with school being in full
swing again, it is hard to find the time
and mental energy to sit down and
read, especially among the assignments, club meetings and work. So,
this week we are going to take a look
at a few titles that do not require a lot
of time and focus to enjoy.
The first title is The Penelopiad
by Margaret Atwood, boasting only a
little less than 200 pages. If you have
ever read previous editions of The
Book Club, you will remember that
I have an acute fondness for Greek
mythology, so this book, of course,
caught my eye immediately and
somehow snuck into an edition. The
novel, though rather short, explores
the events of Homer’s The Iliad and
The Odyssey from the point of view
of Penelope, the wife of the famed
Odysseus. She tells her story from
the Underworld, explaining how she
was valued in life only because she
had waited for her husband’s return,
and had remained loyal during his
20-year-long journey. The book
reads as part novel and part poetry
as Penelope and her maidens weave
together the story. Atwood is able to
give this classic tale a new dimension
as she presents a relatively minor
character with most of the novel’s
point of view. If you, like me, are a

sucker for any sort of Greek mythology retelling, this is the perfect way
to get your mythological fix even if
you don’t have hours of commitment
to give the book. Though, it would be
safe to brush up on the events of The
Iliad and The Odyssey before giving
this book a try.
Another few options if you are
looking for a “quick read” include quite
a few classics, such as Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight or even The Great
Gatsby. Most of Shakespeare’s pieces
are also on the shorter side, along
with Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting
of Hill House, which is a perfect book
to pick up as we get ready to step foot
into spooky season. If none of those
are quite up your alley, then I would
also recommend getting into a poetry
collection. They’re not for everyone, of
course, but most of the collections are
rather short, making it easier to give
them a try without investing an abundance of time to the task. To get you
started, I would point you towards
Sappho’s fragments, or Oceanic by
Aimee Nezhukmatathil. The point is,
there are numerous pieces out there
that are short, yet engaging. That way
you have reading material that does
not require too much energy and time
to enjoy.
That’s all for this week’s edition! As always, if you would ever
like to recommend something, do
not be afraid to reach out. During
the next few editions, I hope to pull
together an assortment of spooky and
downright terrifying books to get you
through October. Until then, I wish
you some happy reading, even if it’s
brief.

Artist Valaria Tatera gave a talk to the Lawrence community last Friday, covering topics such as tribal sovereignty, murdered and missing
Indigenous women and girls and Two spirits. Tatera’s artwork will be on display in the Wriston Art Galleries through Nov. 19.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

Artist Talk: Valaria Tatera

Lauren Woodzicka
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Artist Valaria Tatera spoke at
the Wriston Art Galleries last Friday
afternoon about her work for a captivated audience. Tatera is a Wisconsinbased contemporary visual artist, and
a member of the Bad River Band
of Lake Superior Chippewa. Tatera
opened her talk by providing a background on her work and its purpose.
She began by sharing that her artwork
“addresses the impact of colonization on Indigenous erasure, visibility
and resistance.” Her work “explores
[…] racism, tribal sovereignty […] and
murdered and missing Indigenous
women and girls and Two Spirits.”
Advocacy is an important facet of her
work, and Tatera’s work also functions as a means of healing. She provided a disclaimer that her art is not
meant to speak for all Indigenous people. Although her work speaks about
important social issues, it “is also my
personal struggle with self-identity
and historical trauma.”
Tatera provided context and
explanations for Erasure, Visibility,
and Resistance as well as other prior
installations. Tatera stated, “In my

art I like things very orderly,” which
became apparent through her descriptions of her work. Good to the Last
Drop, the first artwork in a continuing
series about the pipeline which runs
through her reservation in Northern
Wisconsin, is about tribal sovereignty.
The water in the piece comes from
Lake Superior and is contained in
small jars. She explained the importance of water, stating that “water is
the essence of life […] water provides
sustenance […] and cultural teachings.”
In some of her installations,
Tatera “started to explore how to utilize ribbons,” which have a “cultural,
historical and personal significance.”
It is a powerful means of self-expression. “As an artist, ribbons are visually tactile […] they have movement

displayed at MOMA entitled, iKill
the Indian, Save the Man, which
addresses the national historic tragedy of residential boarding schools.
“This piece is about holding space
for the survivors, the descendants,
those that never made it home and
about my family. It is also about being
seen.” She explained the government
policy of residential boarding schools,
which was systematic cultural genocide. At these schools, children were
abused and “you couldn’t practice cultural traditions, religions, language
or dress.”
Her piece, Squash Blossoms,
honors missing and Indigenous
women, girls and Two Spirits. The
goal is to make a squash blossom
for every missing Indigenous woman,
girl, and Two Spirit. Tatera stated that

and weight.” She explained her piece,
You’re on Native Land, which makes
use of ribbons and addresses the erasure of Indigenous people. Tatera
emphasized how Indigenous people
are often not included in discussions
of critical race theory and political
discussions, which is something she
addresses in her art. “We are ghosts
on our own land.”
She shared context for a piece

“missing and murdered Indigenous
women and girls and Two Spirits is
both a crisis and a movement.” She
emphasized the severity of the situation, stating that the commodification
of Indigenous lands makes it easier to
exploit and harm Indigenous people.
Tatera’s work is currently on display at the Wriston Art Galleries from
Sept. 25 through Nov. 19.

Want to learn
more about
Valaria Tatera?
Visit her website
by following the
QR code.

Illustration by Jae Franklin.

UPCOMING:

Wiston Art Galleries
Hours
Sep 25 - Nov 19
Tues - Fri:

10 am - 4 pm
Sat - Sun:

12 pm - 4pm

10/1 8 p.m. SOUP Movie
“A Quiet Place Part II”,
Warch Campus Center 204 10/3 11 a.m. German
Language Table, Warch
10/1 5 p.m. LU Carbon
- Cinema
Campus Center 128 Neutrality Rally, Outside of
10/2 11 a.m. Stephen
Perille Private Dining Room
Warch Campus Center
McCardell Memorial,
10/1 7 p.m. LI Formal,
Lawrence Memorial Chapel 10/3 4 p.m. Shanty Club’s
Social Sing, Wriston
Warch Campus Center 224
10/2 3 p.m. LU Swing
Amphitheater
- Esch Hurvis Studio
Dancing with Live Band,
10/1 8 p.m. Artist Series:
Warch Campus Center 324 10/4 7 p.m. Open Zoom
Call with the Editor-inSpektral Quartet, Lawrence - Somerset Room
Chief, Zoom
Memorial Chapel
10/2 7 p.m. Karaoke Night,
Warch Campus Center 226
- Mead Witter Room
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A new sculpture at
Lawrence: Otāēciah
Levi Homman
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It’s hard to miss Otāēciah, the
enormous steel sculpture that now
rests between the Seeley G. Mudd
Library and the Wriston Art Center.
Constructed over the past summer
months, the sculpture is quite the
accomplishment, constructed almost
completely from steel and measuring
well over a story high. A beautiful
orange-brown hue, its angular form
stands out against the lighter shades
of its environment. While it is spectacular, this new addition to campus
is more than just a pretty decoration.
Designed by artist and architect Chris
T. Cornelius, the sculpture is part of
a larger commitment by Lawrence
University to recognize the homeland
of Indigenous people that its campus
was built on.
Cornelius, a citizen of the
Indigenous Oneida Nation of
Wisconsin and an associate professor of architecture at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, was first
contacted by Lawrence in late 2019,
starting a year-long process of designing and installing the sculpture.
Beth Zinsli, professor and curator at
Wriston Art Center, who initially rec-

ommended Cornelius for the project, says she was drawn to his more
“abstract, aesthetically pleasing and
interesting” approach to his work.
Cornelius is a highly decorated artist,
having received many accolades and
awards for both his work in sculpture
and in architecture. Cornelius was
unfortunately unavailable for comment.
The sculpture’s title is the
Menominee word for “Crane,” one of
the five traditional Menominee clan
symbols. The form, too, represents
a crane, its geometric steel paneling overlapping like a bird’s feathers.
Within the steel paneling are textures
based on woodland textile patterns
and Menominee beadwork designs.
The top of Otāēciah points directly
towards what is currently designated
as the land of the Menominee Nation.
The peak of the sculpture is decorated
with colorful shapes, signifying ceremonial regalia. At the sculpture’s
base are three sturdy posts, representing the motto of the student-run
Lawrence University Native American
organization (LUNA): “We stand
together — stronger together.”
This isn’t the only step the
University is taking to demonstrate its acknowledgement of

the Menominee land it resides on,
though. In addition to Otāēciah’s
installation, the plaza between the
two buildings is being given a new
name: Kaeyes Mamaceqtawuk Plaza.
“Kaeyes Mamaceqtawuk,” translating to “Ancient People,” is what the
Menominee called themselves, the
name “Menominee” being given to
them by neighboring tribes. When
discussing the project, Zinsli said “We
should get in the habit of using these
names. That’s what makes it real.”
Otāēciah, as well as the plaza,
will now act as a reminder of the people from which the land was stolen,
and will symbolically represent their
strength and ancestry as time goes on.
The sculpture and plaza will be
dedicated in a public ceremony on
Indigenous People’s Day, Monday,
Oct. 11 at 5:30 p.m. Cornelius himself will be in attendance, and the
entire campus community is encouraged to attend and engage with the
school’s ongoing commitment to land
acknowledgement.
To learn more about the Otāēciah
and Cornelius’ other work, readers
can visit his website, studioindegnous.
com, or find him on Instagram
@christcornelius.

Lawrence University commisioned artist Chris T. Cornelius (Oneida) to create Otāēciah. The sculpture was installed this past summer
and now stands on what will be named Kaeyes Mamaceqtawuk Plaza.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

Upcoming Event

Visit Chris T.
Cornelius’
Website by
scanning the
QR code.

Indigenous
People’s Day
Monday, October
11
Join the Lawrence
Community at 5:30
pm for the dedication
of ****Otaeciah***
and ***Kaeyes
Mamaceqtawuk
Plaza****

College Ave Rewind(s):
Three TV shows to kick
off the fall season
Olivia Zimberoff
Columnist

______________________________________

Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime,
HBO Max, Disney+ and many more
streaming platforms are what got us
through the crazy that was 2020. We
went from considering buying a tiger
as a pet in Tiger King, moving to
North Carolina to live like a Poge in
Outer Banks and boosting the chessboard sales more than they ever have
before. The Queen’s Gambit made us
think chess was cool for about seven
hours, didn’t it?
With the pandemic and its everchanging up and down moods, today,
many of our lives have taken on a
feeling of near-normalcy. Schools are
back in session, athletes are doing
their sporty thing, singers are singing
and Jeff Bezos and Richard Branson
competed for headlines with their
respective five minutes in space.
After a summer of apprehensive
travels of sneaking our masks down to
eat when the flight attendants weren’t
looking, attending festivals where we
all showed our vaccination cards to
security and prayed that we wouldn’t
catch COVID and moshing to Steve
Aoki, sweater weather is approaching.
It has come time to settle down with
your streaming devices and binge
some new and old, yet solid shows!
First off, Gilmore Girls! Gilmore
Girls is the epitome of a fall TV show.
Whether it is your first time watching,
or more like your fifth, this show never
gets old. The idyllic town of Stars
Hollow, Conn. centers around the legend that is young Lorelai Gilmore. She
raises her teenage daughter Rory in a
world full of library books, first kisses,
college, junk food and movies. We are
introduced to lovable characters, such
as Luke, the local coffee shop owner
who crushes hard on Lorela; Emily,
Lorelai’s manipulative and vindictive
mother; and of course, the collection of boys that both Lorelai and

Rory meet over the show’s seasons.
Gilmore Girls is more than a classic coming-of-age story that centers
on comical and heart-string tugging.
It’s full of unexpected twists where
we find ourselves cheering for the
well-being and happiness of all the
characters.
Sex Education. A peculiar show.
Certainly not one you should watch
for the first time with your parents.
Set in England, it tells the story of
high schoolers and their parents as
they go through the ups and downs
of their teenage years and demonstrates the frustrations that come with
the word “sex,” among other things.
We first meet Otis, a socially awkward teenager with a sex therapist
for a mother, who joins forces with a
leather-clad outcast to make money
by selling sexual advice to their peers.
Through this, problems arise as the
protagonists began to explore themselves, as well as romantic relationships. A witty comedy with easily
relatable characters, Sex Education
is a light and carefree show to enjoy,
ideally without anyone near you.
By far my favorite show I have
watched this year is none other than
Ted Lasso. Actor Jason Sudeikis is the
genius behind the series who created,
produced, and stars as our beloved
Ted. This highly acclaimed series tells
the story of a high school football
coach from Kansas City who relocates
to London after being hired to run
a fútbol league. Bearing an uncomfortably large mustache, southern
accent, limitless optimism and advice
for miles, Lasso does not fit in with
the show’s portrayal of British snobbery. A very colorful cast of characters
comes together to create a hilarious,
uplifting and heartwarming experience.
So put on your biggest sweater
or softest sweats, pour a cup of hot
tea and get comfortable. Fall streaming awaits.
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Anti-abortion has no place on campus
Bethildia Bartholomia

Guest Writer
________________________________
When my little brother was 17,
he learned how to skateboard for the
first time.
He got his first job and he saved
up for his first car.
He fell in love with mechanics,
and he found the technical school of
his dreams.
These, however, weren’t all of the
firsts that happened in his last year of
childhood.
When my little brother was 17,
he also found out he was becoming
a father.
While abortion in my home state
is legal up to 21 weeks, a minor cannot
receive any form of abortion without
parental permission. In a sense, if you
are a child, you can be forced to have
a child.
16. That was the age my brother’s
ex-girlfriend was when she discovered she was pregnant. The choice of
whether or not she wanted to birth
and raise a child, however, was gone
long before this discovery.
Panicked at the sudden awareness that everything they had ever
known was about to change for the
worse, they sought desperate means
to save the futures that were so quick-

ly slipping away from them.
They spent months trying to
find ways to leave the state, undetected, and go somewhere it was legal
for her to terminate the pregnancy.
Something as trivial as a state border would dictate the rest of their
lives. When this proved to be impossible, they sought out help from the
internet and classmates, desperate
to attain any pill or concoction that
would work. Their grades suffered,
their friendships fell apart, and their
wellbeing deteriorated as the sand
at the top of the hourglass thinned.
For each failed idea, the clock ticked
forward a bit more. Eventually, the
22-week mark crept up, dragging with
it the fact that there was no longer a
way out of this.
Both attempted suicide in the
days that followed.
You can imagine how it felt to see
a new pro-life student organization
at the campus fair, only weeks after
nearly losing my younger brother. The
same movement that is responsible
for taking away the healthcare that
my brother and his ex-partner so desperately needed, was being proudly
represented in the campus center.
Abortion is necessary healthcare
for a medical issue that nearly half of
the population has the potential of

facing in their lifetime. Side effects
of leaving unwanted pregnancies
untreated include depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder,
malnutrition, hypertension, anemia,
and suicide, in both the carrier and
secondary parent, to name just a
few. There is nothing pro-life about
allowing an untreated medical issue
to worsen to the point of killing someone.
Like all medical issues, there are
preventative measures that can be
taken to stop unintended pregnancies; however, medical care is necessary for those that slip through the
cracks. Proper diet and exercise can
only do so much to prevent heart disease. Nevertheless, adequate medical
care is a deserved right for both those
sufferers who dieted and exercised
properly, and those who did not. The
same goes for unintended pregnancies. Sufficient sex education, access
to multiple forms of birth control and
abstinence only do so much to prevent
unintended pregnancies. Regardless
of how one attained this medical
problem and regardless of what they
did to prevent it, they still deserve the
treatment that keeps them alive.
Undesired pregnancies will
always happen, and people will always
need the right to stop them to avoid

their devastating side effects.
Irrelevant is the argument that
the unborn fetus matters. A fetus with
no awareness will never be worth
more than living beings with memories, dreams, hopes, loves, fears and
aspirations. Removing a fetus is not a
desirable procedure; nevertheless, it
is necessary to save the lives of actual
human beings.
Besides the point is adoption.
The permanent physical and psychological distress that results in the near
year-long experience of pregnancy is
still there. Added are the overwhelming feelings that come with such a
decision and linger long after those
nine months are gone. How should
a 16-year-old go about life without
any sort of suffering after going
through such an ordeal? Adoption is
not a comprehensive solution to an
unwanted pregnancy. It is not the
solution for everyone, and pretending
that it is does no good. Adoption does
not save lives if it’s not the right treatment for the carrier of the unwanted
pregnancy.
Unwanted pregnancies aren’t
surprise blessings in disguise. They
aren’t miracle interventions to the
parents involved. They’re ugly and
damaging. They ruin two lives and
then drag a third one into the wreck-

age.
My little brother is not fit to be
an adequate father because a child
is never fit to simultaneously be a
parent. As I watch his videogame
discs be replaced by diapers and his
skateboard collection by a crib, I
am reminded of this. Yet, he will be
responsible for another human being
for the rest of his life, co-parenting
with someone who is in no better
place than him.
While, like anything, something
positive may arise from the negative, it won’t be without shattered
dreams, dark mental health struggles
and sacrifices made by many. None of
which, needed to happen had healthcare been accessible.
For Lawrence University to have
approved a group with such harmful
and damaging beliefs to represent a
piece of our school at the fair was not
appropriate. Abortion is healthcare. It
is suicide prevention. It allows people
to attend college. It prevents children
from growing up in broken homes. It
is vital, and it is life-saving.
Any organization that seeks to
rob an essential treatment from the
people who need it has no place on
campus.

Humble Tea: The determinist argument for humility
Miri Villerius

Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________
In Professor Karen Carr's class
Rationality and Religious Belief,
we've spent the past few weeks discussing different proofs and arguments from history pertaining to one
of the biggest questions of all: "Does
God exist?".We've gone over abstract
theories with impressive names like
"The Teleological Argument" and
"The Ontological Argument." I always
find these discussions interesting but,
ultimately, not largely my cup of tea.
I don't particularly enjoy arguing
against people, and I don't particularly enjoy promoting my own beliefs
in discussions like these where I personally don't think there is a universally useful answer. I like fleshing out
examples, coming up with new imaginative analogs and metaphors, asking
questions about why we ask the questions we do and other constructive
but inclusive thought experiments.
Sometimes, I feel self-conscious if I
think I've been too willing to prescribe

Cyril Gane’s
championship...

continued from page 3
couldn’t put out Volkov. That may be
more of a testament to Volkov’s durability, but Gane’s style depends heavily on volume to break down his opponents. Gane kind of turned around
the slight stigma of him being a point

my own feelings on any matter as
opposed to just a healthy enlivening of
the discussion. Disproving or affirming beliefs seems beside the point. In
this article, I don't want to promote
my deterministic views but, rather, to
try and explain how I live with them
and harness their potential for growth
and humility.
If prompted, I self-identify as
an agnostic-atheist. The agnostic
part means I don't have any particular beliefs about a higher power
or its existence and the atheist part is
because I live as if there were no higher power. When I sculpt my intuition
or when I'm asked about the truth
of a matter specifically (as opposed
to opinions), I am always drawn to
empirical arguments or ones that are
based on human observation. I can't
say why I find them pleasing or comforting, but it's probably because they
are the most reliable and consistent
even if they ultimately answer the
least questions and with the least definition.
The fact is that anyone can

answer a question, but empirical
answers always struck me as the least
falsifiable even if least expansive
(which is an important distinction
from being "the most true"). I also just
really hate being wrong about things;
it's one of my double-edged qualities.
It certainly drives me towards a desire
for honesty, but as close friends of
mine may have seen before, it also just
makes me very flustered when I am
giving my thoughts on something and
say something that's not observably
true or is just plain ignorant.
Those were empirical views,
but the title of this article promises
determinist arguments. Determinism
is the view that cause-and-effect relationships drive the universe, that in
any action we humans do not have
some essence or free will which drives
us, but are merely a hodge-podge of
things causing other things. While I
have these beliefs, I don't think they
change many fundamentals of how
I live my life except for giving me an
outlet to release pressure of all forms
and be more humble. It reminds me

that I need not stress myself out or
be mad at the world or others in my
worst moments but also reminds me
that getting to that place of stress
relief is so dependent on the many
comforts of my life in the global one
percent.
That's the funny paradox about
determinism and the notion of "determinist humility" — it depends on the
hope that some amount of permitted
inertia or passivity can keep your life
on track, while at the same time saying
that you can't actually permit yourself
to do anything, even be passive — it
was bound to happen regardless.
Going through these thoughts
reminds me how silly I am. Truly, I
think I'm as big a screwball as the
next person when it comes down to it
because even giving "reasons" for my
"belief" in "determinism" runs into a
lot of paradoxes and quandaries if you
think about it. This too is a healthy
reminder to not take myself too seriously, especially when I'm at my most
pigheaded. I grew up on the internet
with a lot of atheist content. Figures

like Sam Harris or Christopher
Hitchens might be "destroying" someone in a recorded debate over God's
existence.
Growing up and realizing that
the "belief in God" means many
things to many people has been key in
detaching myself from what I thought
I enjoyed about these debates. People
believe in God scientifically, figuratively, literally and have infinite gradations in between these words, but
they all self-identify as 'believers.’
What does belief even mean? I'm at a
point where I find paradoxes, improvable notions and similar unanswerables to be comforting — like a heavy
blanket in chilly autumn. The limits of
rationality, logic and reason remind
me of our imperfection as humans —
of my own imperfection as a human.
Not every person will think like
this and, to be clear, I don't think
every person needs to. I've found
myself fitting into the embrace of a
very particular place of belief, and I'm
open to the idea I might be squeezed
right out of it too.

fighter in his interim title fight win
where he put Derick Lewis down in
the third round due to heavy strikes,
proving he can in fact throw hands
with some of the hardest hitters. A
perfect set up for his next fight against

nou, the hardest hitting man on the
planet and not a very technical fighter
(don’t kill me please), would he be able
to be taken down? Clearly any man
able to defeat Ngannou is one to be
reckoned with such as former heavy-

just beaten on strikes, he won’t be an
easy challenge for Gane. Gane risks
eating the hardest punches known to
man with every blitz, but the Frenchman’s speed could overwhelm the
Cameroonian champion. An interest-

than we can expect or so dull that no
one cares. This fight will be blessing
our eyes in what seems to be early
2022. I, for one, cannot wait to see this
fight as heavyweight fights can end in
the blink of an eye, especially when

the current champion.
Francis Ngannou is up next for
Gane in a match that may change
the way the heavyweight division is
viewed. Were Gane to defeat Ngan-

weight champion Stipe Miocic and
even Derick Lewis who Gane already
disposed of. But the current champion
has yet to be knocked out, and it seems
that unless Ngannou is taken down or

ing dynamic as well is the fact both
fighters used to be sparring partners
in France early in both fighter’s careers. This knowledge of each other’s
style may make this fight a lot better

the hardest hitter in the world meets
the newest and most technical heavyweight to step into the octagon.
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If democrats believe in science, they must stop Line 3
Nathan Wall

Staff Writer
________________________________
The Enbridge Line 3 Pipeline was
built in 1968 and carries extremely
polluting tar sands oil from Hardisty,
Alberta to Superior, Wisconsin. Over
the past 53 years, the pipeline has been
the source of at least 16 major oil spills
in the Upper Midwest, such as in 1991,
when the pipeline burst and spilled 1.7
million gallons of oil into the Prairie
River. In 2014, Enbridge proposed
a new route for Line 3 that crossed
much of Northern Minnesota, including wild rice beds, fishing grounds
and other critical food sources of the
Ojibwe tribes, such as the Fond du
Lac, Mille Lacs, Leech Lake, Red Lake
and White Earth bands, as well as
burial grounds and reservations. This
new pipeline would also carry over
700,000 barrels of tar sands oil from
Alberta to Wisconsin every day, not
to mention the fact that pipeline construction has often been linked to the
further exacerbation of human trafficking as well as the crisis of missing
and murdered Indigenous women and
girls and Two-Spirit people.
Over this past spring and summer, protests erupted in Northern
Minnesota over the pipeline. These
protests have been met with police
brutality, such as tear gas and rubber bullets, and harsh legal penalties, such as stiff fines and over 100

arrests. On Aug. 11, Hubbard County
Sheriff's Deputies responded to protesters chaining themselves to pipeline equipment by torturing them and
leaving some protestors with potentially permanent facial paralysis.
Tara Houska, an Indigenous activist,
reported in August having been held
in solitary confinement for multiple
days and denied medical care.
These protests have been
led by Indigenous leaders such as
Tara Houska of the Couchiching
First Nation and Winona LaDuke
of the White Earth Band, and supported by elected officials such as
Congresswomen Ayanna Pressley
of Boston, Rashida Tlaib of Detroit,
Ilhan Omar of Minneapolis and
Cori Bush of St. Louis, who traveled to Northern Minnesota in early
September to support the protests,
and Congresswoman Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez of New York City, who
was not able to attend due to flooding
in her district from the climate change
fueled Hurricane Ida, which slammed
into Louisiana and traveled to New
York at the beginning of this month.
During the 2018 Midterm
Elections and the 2020 Presidential
Election, Democrats talked a lot about
believing in science, unlike the Grand
Old Party (GOP), who either deny
or downplay climate change. Former
President Donald Trump described
climate change as “a hoax, manufac-

tured by the Chinese” during a 2016
debate, and in 2014, then-candidate
and now-Senator Joni Ernst of Iowa
claimed that she “can’t say one way
or another what is the direct impact,
whether it’s man-made or not.”
Senator James Inhofe of Oklahoma
brought a snowball onto the Senate
floor as proof that climate change is
bogus in February 2015. Who ever
heard of snow in February? These
statements are 100% false and not
supported by the vast majority of
scientists. Coincidentally, over their
careers, Senator Ernst has accepted
nearly $500,000 in campaign contributions from the oil and gas industry
while Senator Inhofe has accepted
nearly $2,300,000 from oil and
gas, almost $600,000 from the airline industry and around $400,000
each from the car industry and mining industry, respectively. I’m sure
there’s no causation there at all. On
the other hand, President Joe Biden
has described climate change as
“the existential threat of our time,”
and Minnesota Governor Tim Walz
declared last week as “Minnesota
Climate Week.”
However, actions speak louder than words. President Biden,
Governor Walz and the Democratic
Controlled House and Senate have
the power to cancel this project, which
Joe Biden proved when he canceled
the Keystone XL Pipeline on the

first day of his presidency. Instead,
Biden’s Attorney General, Merrick
Garland, has defended the pipeline
in court, while Walz has confirmed
his refusal to act during a Minnesota
Public Radio interview and fled an
event after a condescending response
when confronted by water protectors
in early September. Democrat and
Minnesota’s Attorney General, Keith
Ellison, has claimed he “doesn’t like”
Line 3 and claims to have no authority to do anything about it and has,
accordingly, taken no visible action to
address it.
Since September 2020, we
have seen wildfires and drought ravage the western United States; wildfire smoke choke out the skies in
Washington, Oregon and California;
a polar vortex lead to record snowfall
in Texas and all around the U.S.;
and record hurricanes and cyclones
including Hurricane Ida, which devastated New Orleans and New York
in September, Tropical Storm Grace,
which slammed into Haiti in August,
and Cyclone Seroja, which led to
torrential rains and 150 deaths in
Indonesia and East Timor this spring.
There was also the devastating heat
wave that struck Oregon, Washington
and British Columbia at the end of
June, leading to hundreds of deaths,
extreme landslides in the Himalayan
Mountain Range, temperatures of 118
degrees in the Arctic circle and an

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) report that makes it
certain we will see 1.5 degrees Celsius
of global temperature rise, no matter what we do. We are in a climate
emergency, and our leaders must act.
It is one thing to say you believe in science; it is another thing to do something about the existential crisis of
our time. Joe Biden must shut down
Enbridge Line 3, but that can only be
the beginning.
Tim Walz’s office phone number is 651-201-3400. Nancy Pelosi’s
is 202-225-4965. You can contact
Minnesota’s Democratic Senators
Tina Smith and Amy Klobuchar at
202-224-5641 and 202-224-3244
respectively. Keith Ellison’s is 800657-3787. Rep. Cori Bush, a top Line
3 opponent, has a pretty accessible
office as well, and might be able to
help you take more action. Her local
office is 314-955-9980.
Finally, I write this article in
honor of LaDonna Brave Bull Allard,
an enrolled member of the Standing
Rock Sioux and a water protector who
used her property as a protest camp
against the Dakota Access Pipeline
in 2016-2017. Allard tragically died
of a glioblastoma at the age of 64 on
April 10 of this year. Let’s honor her
memory by continuing her fight for
the planet she loved.

You have always been whole
Sarah Matthews

thing outside of themselves. If this is
something that you want to do, go for
it. But, if you feel the intense pressure
of finding other people to complete
your life, you’re looking in the wrong
direction.
You have always been whole. You
were not born missing a piece of you.
While we do spend our lives searching
for something, that purpose does not
need to be another person. You are
enough as is. Welcoming people into
your life should always be for your
benefit, not to please other people.
With that being said, I know it
can be really hard wrapping your head
around the idea of living a life just for
yourself. Sometimes, at least in my
case, I run so far off the tracks that I
forget why I’m doing what I’m doing
with my life. It’s times like these when
I realize I need to take a step back and
ask myself if the things and activities
I fill my life with are truly for myself.
Does this really make me happy? Am

I becoming the version of myself I
want or what I think other people
want of me?
All these questions tie back to
the idea of self-love. Even though I’ve
heard the phrase many times before, I
always find myself noticing that I need
to love myself before I can love anyone
else. This goes for you, too, believe it
or not. As selfish as it may sound, we
need to not only love ourselves, but
like ourselves before anyone else.
In fact, I’ve found that the people
we tend to hate the most are ourselves. I can be so mean to my mind
and my body, putting myself down
before I even get the chance to prove
my potential.
I’ll be honest. I don’t have a wellthought-out recipe for how to love
yourself. I don’t think anyone really
does. The self-love articles, books and
podcasts you consume are usually just
a lot of fluff and Pinterest quotes.
While that can be helpful on the sur-

face, no one really knows what they’re
doing when it comes to making themselves feel better about their lives.
So, while I know this is hard, and
all the issues surrounding self-love
certainly cannot fit into one newspaper article, I do know one thing. You
aren’t going to find the key to self-love
in someone else.
I’m all for having romantic and
platonic relationships, if that’s your
thing, but it can’t be your only thing.
You were not put on this Earth to constantly wonder what you can do to get
other people to like you. People aren’t
going to like you. They aren’t. So, if no
one can fill that role, you’re going to
need to do it for yourself, buddy.
Start doing less of what you
think will make other people happy
and more of what makes you happy.
Because, at the end of the day, you’re
the only person that will always be
in your life. Every other character in
your story can come and go at any

moment. You are the consistent being.
Above all, the most important
thing to know is that you are not
broken. You are not lost. You don’t
need to search for the answer, and you
don’t need to stress over where you
went wrong, because you didn’t. You
are here to grow, to learn and to create
for yourself, no one else. So, the next
time you go looking for something,
instead of a lover, look for yourself.
You are your number one priority.
You better start acting like it.
If I held my heart up to the
sun, light would shine through, not
because there’s a piece of me missing,
but because I’ve had experiences that
have cracked, scratched and stabbed
at my heart. Despite these scars,
what’s important is that my heart
is still whole. So is yours. It always
has been. Don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise.

2021 summer transfer
window

who had sold him to Everton for a
mere 28 million pounds in 2014,
making the judgement he wasn’t
good enough for the club’s ambition to win the Champions League.
Now, he returns as the Blues seek to
win the Premier League for the first
time since 2017 and retain their European crown from last season. He
scored on his debut against Arsenal
(who doesn’t, am I right? Sorry Arsenal fans) and has also bagged a
brace against Aston Villa since. He
currently sits on four goals so far this
season and looks nailed on to hit 30
in all competitions if he stays healthy,
or so the experts say. I certainly hope

they’re correct.
In another damning blow
against Barcelona’s finances, they
agreed to loan French striker Antoine
Griezman back to Atlético de Madrid
a mere two years after they spent 120
million euros on him, making him the
fifth most expensive player of all time.
This came as the club sought to decrease their wage bill, with Griezman
said to have been earning around the
equivalent of 350,000 euros a week
at Barca. He has since been replaced
by former Newcastle and Sevilla flop
Luuk de Jong, with Barcelona fans
everywhere in disbelief of the state
of their club. Atlético, however, man-

aged to secure a player who made his
name with them and knows the system of manager Diego Simeone like
the back of his hand. They also signed
promising playmaker Rodrigo de
Paul from Italian side Udinese, and
Hertha Berlin’s best player, Matheus
Cunha, who can play as a no. 10 or
on either flank. They look set to retain their La Liga title, barring some
magic from returning manager Carlo
Ancelotti at city rivals Real Madric
CF. There were, of course, a number
of other massive moves across the
continent. Bayern managed to sign
a trio from closest league rivals RB
Leipzig in the form of center back

Dayot Upamecano, midfielder Marcel
Sabitzer, and manager Julian Nagelsman. Their center back David Alaba
did leave for free to Real Madrid however. Elsewhere, the saga of Jadon
Sancho to Manchester United finally
settled itself as he moved for 85 million euros, ageless goal machine Edin
Dzeko left Roma for Internazionale to
replace Lukaku and has since scored
four in the league, and Tottenham secured promising youngster Bryan Gil
from Sevilla. This season ought to be
entertaining like no other before it.

A&E Editor
________________________________
I’ve been thinking about love a
lot lately. Not necessarily romantic
love, but self-love. Ugh, I know. I kind
of hate the phrase “self-love,” too.
Self-love has become an influencerbased, cliche term, and as much as I
hate using it, I think it’s necessary to
think about.
There is so much pressure to
find other people in life. There is so
much pressure to find someone to
love. There is so much pressure to find
friends who like you. There is so much
pressure to be something to someone
else. There is just so much pressure in
general. Sigh.
My food for thought is that while
other people are important, no one is
ever as important as yourself, and I
stand by that. I constantly hear about
people “finding their other half,” as if
their main life goal is to seek some-

continued from page 3
didn’t budge. Kane remains at White
Hart Lane, while City’s search for a
striker ended fruitless.
In what was by far my favorite move of the summer, the club I
support, Chelsea FC of London, resigned former player Romelu Lukaku
from Internazionale for 97.5 million
pounds, the seventh most expensive
fee in history. Admittedly this transfer was embarrassing for Chelsea,
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A Letter to the Editor

One of the reasons I decided to
come to Lawrence was it gives off an
excellent impression of being a sustainable campus. From the big LEED
certification plaque in the entryway
to Warch, to the long list of student
environmental organizations, to the
green clamshells. But now here in my
second year, I have a lot of questions
about what Lawrence is actually doing
to preserve the environment and
reverse the effects of climate change.
Let’s be honest, there are some
things Lawrence is doing really well.
Most students really care about reducing their footprint and the amount
of waste that they produce. Many
use reusable clamshells when they
eat, many make the conscious decision to bring a reusable bag to the

have been asked again and again by
Lawrence to make their own actions
more sustainable, and students have
gone out of their way to do so in many
cases.
The problem comes when we
get to sustainable action at an institutional level. Lawrence is one of the
only, if not the only, four-year university in Wisconsin not to commit to
decarbonizing by a certain date. Many
schools in the area such as UW-Green
Bay and St. Norbert’s have set goals
and are now working towards meeting them; in fact, UW-Stevens Point
is already carbon neutral! All of this
and Lawrence has yet to make this
key commitment to the fight against
climate change. When it comes to
reducing our footprint, the school is
hesitant to take more costly measures
that will have a bigger impact on our

why I am writing this— after being
a Lawrence student for just over a
year and living on this campus for a
little less than a year, I know many
students are frustrated and upset that
our school outwardly markets themselves as sustainable, but, in practice,
we have a mixed bag at best. It’s time
to move beyond the low hanging fruit
and make our campus an example
of what a green, healthy campus can
look like.
Institutional challenges need
institutional solutions. Students cannot keep taking on the primary burden of reducing waste and carbon
emissions on the Lawrence campus; it
is something that the school needs to
invest in to protect the futures of

corner store, and thanks to the LU
Environmental Organization and
SLUG, some are starting to compost some of their waste. Students

emissions but, instead, ask students
to produce less waste and leave their
lights on less.
Lawrence students care. That’s

of our warming climate, rising oceans
and catastrophic weather events
— Anders Hanhan

Lawrentians who are scared
that they won’t have a future because

Ethan Wachendorf, Managing Editor
“Boys Don’t Cry”
by The Cure

Celeste Reyes, Variety Editor
“I Hear a Symphony”
by Cody Fry

Nora Murphy, Web Manager
“Silk Chifon”
by Muna featuring Phoebe Bridges

